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ABSTRACT
Designing novel RNA topologies is a challenge, with
important therapeutic and industrial applications. We
describe a computational pipeline for design of novel
RNA topologies based on our coarse-grained RNAAs-Graphs (RAG) framework. RAG represents RNA
structures as tree graphs and describes RNA secondary (2D) structure topologies (currently up to
13 vertices, ≈260 nucleotides). We have previously
identified novel graph topologies that are RNA-like
among these. Here we describe a systematic design
pipeline and illustrate design for six broad design
problems using recently developed tools for graphpartitioning and fragment assembly (F-RAG). Following partitioning of the target graph, corresponding
atomic fragments from our RAG-3D database are
combined using F-RAG, and the candidate atomic
models are scored using a knowledge-based potential developed for 3D structure prediction. The sequences of the top scoring models are screened
further using available tools for 2D structure prediction. The results indicate that our modular approach
based on RNA-like topologies rather than specific 2D
structures allows for greater flexibility in the design
process, and generates a large number of candidate
sequences quickly. Experimental structure probing
using SHAPE-MaP for two sequences agree with our
predictions and suggest that our combined tools
yield excellent candidates for further sequence and
experimental screening.
INTRODUCTION
An understanding of the three-dimensional (3D) structure
of macromolecules like RNA and proteins is crucial for
* To

deciphering critical cellular processes. Structural insights
can be used to infer mechanisms as well as manipulate
the functions of macromolecules for various therapeutic
and industrial applications (1). As new 3D structures of
macromolecules emerge from X-ray crystallography, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), and cryo-EM (2–5),
new opportunities for design applications arise. Modeling
can play an important role in these design objectives.
Because of the importance of RNA molecules in cellular processes––from participating in transcription and
translation of proteins (6) to catalysis (7–9) and gene regulation (10–13)––there has been a growing interest to determine and design structures of RNA molecules (14,15).
Though RNA structure determination lags behind proteins,
the number of solved RNA structures continues to grow,
especially for structures of protein–RNA complexes (16).
That new RNA molecules are continuously being discovered suggests that we have barely scratched the surface of
RNA’s rich repertoire of structures and possibly functions.
Therefore, a systematic identification and design of new
RNA structural topologies can help expand the pool of
available RNA structures and better understand the fundamental forces that govern activity.
One of the most successful and common technique for
designing novel RNA molecules is Systematic Evolution of
Ligands by Exponential enrichment (SELEX) (17–19). This
in vitro selection process involves multiple rounds of screening to select RNA molecules from a large pool of random
or semi-random RNA molecules that bind a specific target or perform a specific function. SELEX has been successful for a variety of therapeutic applications (20–23). In
addition, RNA molecules and their binding partners have
been targeted for therapeutic interventions (24,25); RNA
aptamers and ribozymes are being designed to bind specific
targets (26,27); and drugs are being developed to target essential RNA molecules in disease causing organisms (28–
30).
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Various computational algorithms have also been developed to tackle the RNA inverse folding problem, i.e. design an RNA sequence that folds onto a target secondary
(2D) structure. The pioneering RNAInverse program (ViennaRNA package) (31) randomly samples mutations and
accepts one that bring the sequence closer to the target 2D structure. Other programs include RNA-SSD (32),
which performs a hierarchical decomposition of the target structure followed by a local stochastic search; INFORNA (33), employing dynamic programming and probabilistic sampling of sequences; DSS-OPT (34), involving Newtonian dynamics in sequence space; NUPACKDesign (35,36), which calculates partition functions over
the equilibrium ensemble, recently updated for multiple
states; MODENA (37), which uses a multi-objective genetic
algorithm to select sequences for both structure stability
and similarity to the target structure; and design algorithms
like RNAexinv, RNAfbinv, and IncaRNAfbinv (38–40)
which use simulated annealing to design RNA shapes with
additional physical constraints like thermodynamic stability, mutational robustness, and sequence. The EteRNA (41)
open laboratory initiative was launched with the related
goal to address issues on viability of 2D structures for
design, to involve the broad community in RNA structural design, and provide feedback through laboratory experiments (42). In this paper, we present a computational
pipeline for in silico design of novel RNA topologies using our RNA-As-Graphs (RAG) approach in combination
with recently developed tools for graph-partitioning and
fragment assembly.
RNA 2D structures have been described by graphs
since the 1970s and 1980s by Waterman (43), Nussinov (44,45), Shapiro (46), and others (see reviews in (47–
49)). Our RAG approach offers a systematic way to represent RNA 2D structures as planar, undirected tree and
dual graphs (50). Such simplified representations reduce
the conformational search space drastically, and allow us
to study RNA structure using machinery in graph theory, like graph-isomorphism, partitioning, and enumeration (51). RAG has been successfully applied to computationally model the in vitro selection process of RNA
molecules (52,53), develop a hierarchical graph-sampling
methodology to predict RNA 3D graph topologies (RAGTOP) (54–56), create a database of RNA structures and
substructures (57) using graph-partitioning algorithms (58),
and develop a fragment-assembly based approach called FRAG to generate atomic models from candidate RNA 3D
tree graphs (59).
The coarse-grained graph representations of RNA 2D
structures facilitate the study of many possible RNA motifs
and topologies. Importantly, we can enumerate the possible topologies and connectivities of a tree or a dual graph
for a given number of vertices (60,61). Based on the features
and characteristics of existing RNAs, we have classified (using clustering techniques) RNA tree graph topologies as
‘existing’, RNA-like, and non RNA-like (61,62). RNA-like
motifs are 2D tree graph topologies more likely to correspond to RNA 2D structures that have not yet been discov-

ered, and non RNA-like motifs are graph topologies that
are less likely to be found in Nature. The RNA-like graphs
are closely related (e.g. by an additional junction or loop) to
existing topologies, while the non RNA-like are more different (e.g. ‘asterisk’ like graphs where junctions or loops
emanate from a central point, see black motifs in Figure 3
later). Out of the 10 novel RNA-like topologies predicted
in 2004 (61), at least five have since been solved (63). A
more recent assessment (62) shows that our classification
holds promise, since many more RNA-like compared to non
RNA-like topologies have been solved since our last classification. Such RNA-like topologies are thus ideal candidates for RNA design. Such a modular approach of designing sequences corresponding to RNA-like topologies could
allow for greater flexibility in the design process, and generate more viable sequences. It may potentially help generate
novel RNA motifs systematically.
Here, we use our computational pipeline to design novel
sequences and 3D folds corresponding to RNA-like graph
topologies. As sketched in Figure 1, we start by partitioning the RNA-like target tree graph into subgraphs (using
our graph partitioning (58)), and extracting the corresponding atomic fragments from our database of existing RNA
substructures (RAG-3D database (57)). We then use our
fragment assembly approach (similar to F-RAG developed
for structure prediction (59)) to construct a complete 3D
atomic model from the atomic substructures corresponding to the subgraphs. We score the generated models using
our knowledge-based statistical potential developed for 3D
structure prediction (54,56), and screen the sequences of the
top scoring models further for their intended fold using the
two 2D structure prediction programs RNAfold (available
from the ViennaRNA package) (64) and NUPACK (65–
67). We also subject representative sequences to manual mutations using EteRNA’s puzzle maker interface to test for
mutational robustness and improve our yield. Our intention
here is to show how a systematic design could be pursued,
and how mutations can be applied to assess or improve the
results. We also incorporate specific structural motifs, like
k-turns, to test the ability of our design software to incorporate user specified motifs into the design for additional
stability or tailored functionality.
We apply this design methodology to derive sequences for
six selected RNA-like topologies, namely 7 4, 8 4, 8 6, 8 7,
8 9 and 8 12 (see Figures 3 and 6 later), with and without
an additional restriction of a k-turn motif. Results show
promise for designing novel RNA topologies (or motifs)
systematically and highlight the flexibility in the target 2D
structure and sequence length. Furthermore, our fragmentassembly approach generates a large number of candidate
sequences that can then be further screened. To test the accuracy of our predictions, we subject two representative designed sequences to experimental structure probing using
SHAPE-MaP (68,69). Overall, the experimental data are
in good agreement with our computational design predictions. We propose that such a pipeline could be applied to
all RNA-like topologies to produce a library of novel RNA
motifs. Designing RNA sequences that will fold onto RNAlike topologies can help increase our understanding of RNA
structural features and explore potentially novel functions.
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Figure 2. RAG tree graphs in 2D and 3D for a 5S rRNA fragment (PDB
ID: 2HGH). (A) Secondary structure, (B) corresponding RAG 2D tree
graph, (C) associated RAG 3D tree graph constructed from the 2D tree
graph by adding additional vertices at helical ends, and respective edges,
and (D) the 3D tree graph can also be constructed from the experimentally
solved tertiary structure.

Figure 1. Flow chart of the pipeline to design sequences to fold onto novel
RNA-like topologies. Design input: RNA-like topology, adjacency matrix, subgraphs, and corresponding atomic fragments from the RAG-3D
database. The 8 9 graph topology can be partitioned into two subgraphs
with RAG IDs 5 3 and 4 2, respectively. Atomic fragments corresponding
to the two subgraphs are used to build the atomic model for the RNA-like
graph topology 8 9 using fragment assembly. The atomic models are scored
based on the statistical potential, and top sequences are selected based on
in silico 2D structure prediction and mutational analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section summarizes components of our computational
pipeline used to design sequences that fold onto novel
RNA-like topologies. Details are provided in Section S1 of
the Supplementary data.
RAG tree graphs representation, classification, and partitioning
The RAG approach represents any 2D RNA structure as
a planar, undirected, connected tree graph (50). Each vertex of the graph corresponds to a loop (single-stranded
regions), and each edge corresponds to a helix (doublestranded stem) connecting the two loop vertices. This graph
is a 2D representation of connectivity of the 2D structural

elements of an RNA molecule (Figure 2B). To incorporate
size and build 3D objects for our sampling approach RAGTOP (54), we convert this 2D graph into a 3D graph (Figure 2C) by adding vertices and scaling edges, as described
in (54). A 3D tree graph can also be constructed from a
given RNA 3D structure (Figure 2D), as specified in (54).
Building 3D graphs from 3D structures allows us to score
3D atomic models using our statistical potential.
We use graph enumeration methods to generate possible tree graphs for a given number of vertices (60,61). The
RAG database currently characterizes different tree graph
topologies up to 13 vertices (62). Tree graph topologies are
given unique RAG IDs. The graphs associated with known
RNA structures are classified as ‘existing RNA’. The remaining hypothetical graphs are classified as RNA-like, or
non RNA-like as trained by known RNAs using the clustering algorithm PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) (61).
Figure 3 shows a sample of topologies from the RAG resource, classified as existing (red), RNA-like (blue) and non
RNA-like (black).
To study the 2D structure submotifs of an RNA structure, we partition the 2D tree graph into topologically distinct subgraphs (58). Figure 4 shows the partitioning of
the structure of the TPP riboswitch (PDB ID: 3D2G),
and its various subgraphs and corresponding atomic fragments. Graph partitioning was applied to ≈1500 representative RNA structures to create a database of RNA structures and substructures called RAG-3D (57). The RAG-3D
database catalogs atomic fragments associated with 51 different RAG IDs which we use in our fragment assembly
procedure to design sequences for RNA-like topologies, as
described next.
Fragment assembly procedure for design
Essentially, we partition the RNA-like graph topologies
into subgraphs, and then obtain atomic fragments for each
of these subgraphs from the RAG-3D database. Next, we
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Figure 3. Sample subset of the RAG topologies catalogue (see full catalog
in www.biomath.nyu.edu/?q=rag/tree vertices.php). Topologies for a given
number of vertices are classified as existing (red), RNA-like (blue) and non
RNA-like (black), by a clustering approach (62). There are about ≈2300
such tree structures in the actual database up through 13 vertices. Among
them, around 80 are existing motifs and ∼1600 of the remaining are hypothetical motifs classified as RNA-like.

piece together subgraphs by fragment assembly of corresponding atomic fragments to build 3D models and predict
sequences to fold onto the given target. We have recently
reported development of this fragment assembly based approach, F-RAG, to build atomic models for candidate RNA
3D tree graph topologies for RNA structure prediction (59).
We use a modified F-RAG procedure in this paper for designing sequences for target RNA graph topologies.
Our automated procedure requires as input the following
pieces (see Figure 1 for an example of various inputs for
target graph 8 9): (i) target graph topology for design, with
the order of the vertices specified in the 5 to the 3 direction;
(ii) adjacency matrix A corresponding to the target graph;
(iii) number of subgraphs of the target graph, along with
their RAG IDs and vertices; (iv) list of RNA substructures
corresponding to each of the target’s subgraph RAG IDs (in
the RAG-3D database), along with their 2D structure and
atomic fragments and (v) loop number, along with a given
2D structure and atomic fragment of a specific motif, if an
internal loop or a hairpin needs to be restricted to the given
motif.
The design algorithm employs a recursive procedure for
each subgraph of the target graph (starting from the 5 direction) to generate atomic coordinates for that subgraph.
For each subgraph, the number and connectivity of RNA
loops from the 5 to the 3 direction is compared to each
atomic fragment, and any mismatched fragments are eliminated. The remaining fragments for each subgraph are superimposed on the partially built atomic model from previous subgraphs (as part of the recursive procedure) using the
residues in the common helix connecting the two subgraphs.
For specified motif design, atomic fragment for the specified
motif is used for that loop. The number and identity of the
bases in the atomic fragments are left unchanged. Unpaired
residues at the 5 or 3 ends of the sequence are removed.
Once atomic coordinates are generated for all subgraphs,
a 3D tree graph is calculated corresponding to the atomic
model (as described in subsection S1.1 ‘RAG 2D and 3D
tree graphs’ in the Supplementary data). This 3D graph is
scored using our knowledge-based statistical potential (initially developed for RNA structure prediction (56)). Atomic
models with corresponding sequences, 2D structures, 3D
tree graph, and scores are produced as output of the fragment assembly.
Selecting candidate sequences for target graph

Figure 4. Subgraphs of an RNA molecule. Subgraphs, their RAG IDs,
and the corresponding atomic coordinates for the structure of the TPP
riboswitch are shown as produced by RAG-3D (PDB ID: 3D2G).

The above fragment assembly procedure is applied for different orientations of the target graph. Each orientation
represents a different 5 to 3 order of the RNA loops for
the same 2D target graph topology. To sort through the
large number of generated sequences and identify candidates quickly, we combine resulting sequences from every
orientation of the target graph and order them by increasing score. Any model with large chain breaks is removed,
and the top 200 models with unique sequences are retained
for further analysis. These top 200 sequences are clustered
based on the type of RNA origin of atomic fragments.
To further narrow the pool of candidate sequences,
we subject the top 200 unique sequences selected above
to RNAfold (available with the Vienna RNA Package
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2.3.3) (64) and NUPACK (65–67) for in silico 2D structure prediction, with default parameters. That is, for each
sequence, we identify the 2D graph topologies of the minimum energy and the centroid 2D structure produced by
RNAfold, and the minimum energy structure produced by
NUPACK. We consider a design successful if our sequence
folds onto the same RAG topology with both RNAfold
(either the minimum energy or the centroid structure) and
NUPACK, regardless of whether this was the intended fold
or not (since another fold might be produced). For all our
top 200 candidate sequences, we classify the number of sequences that fold onto different RAG topologies, and select the sequences that are predicted to fold onto the target
graph for further study.
As an additional step to test the robustness of the successfully designed sequences (by the criteria above) that fold
onto the target graph, we subject them to manual mutations. Specifically, we use EteRNA’s (41) puzzle-maker interface to perform mutations on our designed sequences.
EteRNA uses the same software for 2D structure prediction (RNAfold and NUPACK) as done here, with a useful
graphical interface and real time feedback. We select the top
sequences for a target RNA-like topology based on their
score, most productive clusters, and the above robustness
test.
Experimental structure probing via SHAPE
As a proof of principle, we used SHAPE-MaP (Selective 2 hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension) with nextgeneration sequencing (69) to probe the structures of two
candidate design sequences (namely 1b and 1d, as marked
in Figure 6 later with stars). SHAPEMapper pipeline was
used to evaluate mutations and obtain SHAPE data (70,71).
The structures were folded based on normalized SHAPE
reactivities using RNAfold (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgibin/RNAWebSuite/RNAfold.cgi) (72) and RNAstructure
(https://rna.urmc.rochester.edu/RNAstructure.html) (73),
both with default parameters for the pseudo-free energy
term, as described in (74). Structures were visualized in
VARNA (75). See full details in subsection S1.7 of the Supplementary data.
RESULTS
Overview
Below we present the results of our computational pipeline
to design sequences for six selected RNA-like topologies.
The target topologies are shown in Figure 5. For the
fragment-assembly procedure, each target graph is divided
into two subgraphs, and two separate designs were performed for each target graph: an initial non-specific design,
and a second with the specific requirement that the connecting internal loop between the two subgraphs be a k-turn
motif. The latter showcases the ability of our design software to incorporate user given motifs in the design process
for additional stability or functionality. Our design pipeline
can work with any user given motif for internal loops and
hairpins (as long as those loops are at ends of a subgraph).
We choose the k-turn motif as a representative motif as it

is a well studied motif with special features that we believed
would be helpful in stabilizing a 2D structure.
For each design, the fragment-assembly procedure is run
separately for each orientation illustrated in Supplementary Figure S1 (two different orientations for 7 4 and 8 4
topologies, four different orientations for 8 6, 8 7 and 8 12
topologies and five different orientations for the 8 9 topology). The different orientations of the target graphs shown
in Supplementary Figure S1 were manually constructed by
treating each terminal vertex of the graph in turn as vertex 1 (that corresponds to the 5 /3 end of the sequence).
Each orientation corresponds to a different 5 to the 3 order of loops for the same RAG topology. The 5 to 3 order
of loops in the subgraphs of the target graph are also different for each orientation. It is possible that no atomic fragments in our RAG-3D database match the order of loops in
the subgraphs of certain orientations. Therefore, our design
algorithm does not produce models for such orientations.
We perform all designs on our local linux cluster
(six nodes, each node with two Intel 2.67 GHz processors
and 24GB RAM). For the six design targets, each run of
the fragment assembly requires ≈15 min to 3.5 h depending
on the number of atomic fragments and models generated.
The number of models generated ranges from ≈20 (e.g. for
orientation 1 of 8 7) to ≈8500 (e.g. for orientation 4 of 8 6).
For each target, our design pipeline can quickly generate hundreds of corresponding sequences because there
are many existing RNA representatives for the various
subgraph components. We score the atomic models using
our statistical potential (as described in subsection titled
‘Fragment-assembly procedure for design’), combine the results from orientations that produce models, and retain the
top 200 unique candidates for each design for further analysis.
Analyzing and organizing the resulting candidates required us to develop further ways to examine them and select the most promising candidates. This is because our fragment assembly construction does not guarantee that the resulting fold is indeed the target fold, or even the major fold
in the candidate pool. Thus, we cluster the top 200 candidates based on the RNA origins of the fragments used, and
subject them to RNAfold and NUPACK (as described in
subsection titled ‘Selecting candidate sequences for target
graph’) and report the number of candidates for which both
programs predict the same fold in Table 1, whether that was
the intended fold or not. Table 1 also lists how many of these
candidates are predicted to have the same fold as the target
graph.
As we see, many candidates provide the target fold for
five of the six target topologies (fewer for the sixth). The
distributions of the major motifs obtained for each design
are shown in Figure 5 (see Tables S1–S12 in Supplementary
data for details of the sequence clusters and a full list of different motifs obtained from each design). Overall, we generally obtain a number of sequences for the target graphs,
and requiring a k-turn connective loop (red histograms in
the plots of Figure 5) can increase the overall yield. Interestingly, many of the other motifs generated (accidentally)
in our design pipeline are existing (red) or RNA-like (blue),
but very few non RNA-like (black). These results suggest
an intriguing design protocol that demands further experi-
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Figure 5. Distribution of sequences resulting from the design for the six RNA-Like motifs as predicted by RNAfold and NUPACK only when they coincide.
The target is highlighted in the black box. Red, blue, and black colors are used for existing, RNA-like, and non RNA-like motifs respectively as classified
by RNA clustering (62). Only topologies that have five or more sequences, in either the initial non-specific design or the specific k-turn design, are shown.
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Table 1. Number of sequences out of the top 200 that are predicted to fold
onto the same RAG topology (‘Same fold’) and the target RNA-like motif
(‘Target fold’) with both RNAfold and NUPACK, for both the initial nonspecific and specific k-turn design runs. The top RAG topologies obtained
for the ‘Same fold’ group are shown in Figure 5 for each target. Refer to
Tables S1-12 in the Supplementary data for obtained sequence clusters and
the full distribution of RAG topologies
Number of sequences
Initial design

k-turn design

Target RNA-like
motif

Same
fold

Target
fold

Same
fold

Target
fold

74
84
86
87
89
8 12

58
37
63
54
48
17

24
8
15
11
15
0

66
85
76
38
59
21

19
53
36
0
17
7

mental testing. Below we summarize results for each target
including the most productive ‘fragments’ for each.
Obtained topologies and clusters
RNA-like motif 7 4 (Figure 5A, Supplementary Table S1).
Of the top 200 unique sequences, 58 are predicted to fold
onto the same RAG topology by both RNAfold and NUPACK. Around 41% of those (24) fold into the target 7 4
motif. Of the 24 sequences, 13 are from orientation 1 and
11 from orientation 2. The most productive design comes
when atomic fragments from ribosomal RNAs (42% of the
24 sequences) and glycine riboswitches (42%) are used as the
first fragment (RAG ID: 4 2), and from purine riboswitches
(38%) and tetracycline riboswitches (25%) as the second
fragment (RAG ID: 4 2).
Following the target 7 4 motif, the 8 9 RNA-like topology is produced by nine sequences. In contrast to the 7 4 sequences, the 8 9 sequences use exclusively tRNA structures
for the second fragment. Topologically, the 7 4 and 8 9 tree
graphs differ in the second subgraph: it is 4 2 (three-way
junction) in 7 4, and 5 3 (four-way junction) in the 8 9 motif; and this difference is reflected in the preference for the
second fragments.
RNA-like motif 8 4 (Figure 5B, Supplementary Table S2).
Of the top 200 unique sequences, 37 are predicted to fold
onto the same RAG topology by both RNAfold and NUPACK. Only eight of those fold onto the target 8 4 motif. All eight sequences are from orientation 1, and contain atomic fragments from glycine riboswitches for the
first fragment (RAG ID: 5 2) for all sequences, and purine
riboswitches and tetracycline riboswitches for the second
fragment (RAG ID: 4 2) for three sequences each.
Apart from the target 8 4 motif, 9 9 and 9 7 RNA-like
topologies result, with 9 and 8 sequences respectively. Both
the 9 9 and 9 7 tree graphs differ from 8 4 in the second
subgraph: it is 4 2 in 8 4, 5 3 in 9 9 and 5 2 in the 9 7 motif.
However, these differences are reflected in the preferences
for the second fragment only between 8 4 and 9 9 motifs.
The 9 9 sequences prefer tRNA structures for the second
fragment (Cluster 1), but the 9 7 sequences also work with

purine riboswitches like 8 4. The 9 7 sequences prefer exclusively ribosomal RNAs for the first fragment.
RNA-like motif 8 6 (Figure 5C, Supplementary Table S3).
Of the top 200 unique sequences, 63 are predicted to fold
onto the same RAG topology by both RNAfold and NUPACK. However, only 15 of those fold onto the target 8 6
motif. All 15 sequences are from orientation 4. The target
motif prefers atomic fragments from Myotonic Dystrophy
RNAs (73% of the 15 sequences) as the first fragment (RAG
ID: 4 1), and exclusively tRNA structures as the second
fragment (RAG ID: 5 3).
Apart from the target 8 6 motif, the top RAG topology obtained is 6 5 graph topology with 16 sequences. Tree
graphs 8 6 and 6 5 differ in the first subgraph (4 1 in 8 6
and 2 1 in the 6 5 motif), and this is reflected in the preference for structures for the first fragment between 8 6 and
6 5 sequences (most notable in Clusters 1 and 2), with 6 5
sequences preferring SAM I riboswitches.
RNA-like motif 8 7 (Figure 5D, Supplementary Table S4).
Of the top 200 unique sequences, 54 are predicted to fold
onto the same RAG topology by both RNAfold and NUPACK. Of those, 11 fold onto the target 8 7 motif. Of the
11 sequences, 10 are from orientation 3. The 8 7 sequences
come mainly from Cluster 1 that uses fragments from TPP
riboswitch structures for the first fragment (RAG ID: 5 2)
and purine riboswitches for the second fragment (RAG ID:
4 2).
Apart from the target 8 7 motif, the top RAG topology
obtained is 6 2 graph topology with 20 sequences. However,
there are no differences in fragments preferences between
8 7 and 6 2 sequences, with both sequences coming from
almost the same clusters.
RNA-like motif 8 9 (Figure 5E, Supplementary Table S5).
Of the top 200 unique sequences, 48 are predicted to fold
onto the same RAG topology by both RNAfold and NUPACK, but only 15 fold onto the target 8 9 motif, and there
are no other significant topologies that emerge. Of the 15 sequences, 13 are from orientation 5. The most productive design comes when atomic fragments from ribosomal RNAs
(60% of the 15 sequences) and M-box riboswitches (27%)
are used as the first fragment (RAG ID: 4 2), and exclusively tRNA structures as the second fragment (RAG ID:
5 3).
RNA-like motif 8 12 (Figure 5F, Supplementary Table S6).
The design of this RNA-like motif produced the least number of candidates, possibly due to limited number of atomic
fragments available for its 6 5 subgraph. Only 17 of the top
200 unique sequences are predicted to fold onto the same
RAG topology by both RNAfold and NUPACK, but none
of those produce the target 8 12 motif. Most sequences fold
onto the RAG topology 7 7. Atomic fragments from SAMI riboswitches correspond to the first fragment (RAG ID:
6 5) for all sequences, but there is considerable variation for
the second fragment (RAG ID: 3 1). This is not surprising
as 3 1 is one of the most common subgraph in our RAG-3D
database.
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Incorporation of k-turn motif as a constraint
Our second design run where the connecting loop between
each pair of subgraphs was restricted to be a k-turn motif
demonstrates our ability to incorporate specific submotifs.
The number of sequences that fold onto the target topology
increases for four of the six RNA-like motifs (Table 1), decreases slightly for the 7 4 motif, and are completely eliminated for the 8 7 motif. Overall, the total number of sequences that fold onto the target topologies for all six RNAlike motifs almost doubles from 73 to 132. The major RAG
topologies obtained in these designs for each RNA-like motif are shown as red histograms in Figure 5, with sequence
clusters listed in Tables S1-S6 in the Supplementary data.
The k-turn design had the most significant impact on the
design results of 8 4 and 8 6 RNA-like topologies. The number of sequences that fold onto the target 8 4 motif increases
from 8 in the initial non-specific design to 53 in the k-turn
design (Table 1), with the increase noted mainly in Clusters
1, 4 and 6 (Supplementary Table S2 in the Supplementary
data), making results of the k-turn design more productive
for the 8 4 motif. Of the 53 8 4 sequences, 44 are from orientation 1, and remaining 9 from orientation 2. The number of sequences that fold onto the unintended 9 7 and 9 9
byproduct however remain almost the same (Figure 5B).
Similarly for the 8 6 RNA-like motif, the number of sequences that fold onto this target more than doubles to 36,
and the alternate 6 5 RAG topology is almost eliminated by
the k-turn design (Figure 5C). However, the sequences for
8 1 and 7 5 topologies increase in the k-turn design. Orientation 1 now also contributes 13 of the 36 sequences, with
the remaining 23 coming from orientation 4. Four new clusters now emerge for the 8 6 constrained design (Cluster 5,
6, 7 and 8 in Supplementary Table S3 in the Supplementary
data). There is more variety in the preference for structures
of the first fragment: the contribution of Myotonic Dystrophy RNAs (Cluster 1) is reduced, and SRP structures (Cluster 7) and ribosomal RNAs (Cluster 4) emerge (Supplementary Table S3 in the Supplementary data).
For the 8 12 motif, the k-turn design results in seven sequences that fold onto the target motif (as opposed to none
with the initial non-specific design). All seven sequences are
from orientation 1. The k-turn design also leads to decrease
in the number of unintended 7 7 sequences (Figure 5F).
The number of sequences that fold onto the target 8 9
topology increases slightly to 17 with the k-turn design, and
are now more concentrated in Cluster 1 (Supplementary Table S5 in the Supplementary data). The orientation preference remains the same, with 15 of the 17 sequences coming
from orientation 5. The k-turn design also leads to increase
in the number of unintended 7 9 sequences.
For the 7 4 motif, the number of sequences that fold onto
the target decreases from 24 to 19, though the preference for
the first fragment changes. The first fragment now comes
mainly from ribosomal RNAs, while the most productive
clusters with the glycine riboswitch disappear (Supplementary Table S1 in the Supplementary data). The preference
for the orientation also changes, with 14 of the 19 sequences
now coming from orientation 2. The k-turn design also results in increase in the sequences for 8 7 and 6 4 topologies,
while the sequences for the 8 9 topology remain the same.

The k-turn design negatively impacts the results of the 8 7
motif: the number of sequences that fold onto the target decreases from 11 to none, and there is a significant increase in
the sequences folding onto the 10 14 RAG topology (Figure 5D).
Mutational analysis of candidate sequences
Overall, a large number of candidate sequences were obtained quickly, indicating that our computational pipeline
has the potential for success in designing candidate sequences that fold onto the target RNA-like topologies.
As an additional step to test the robustness of the designed sequences ‘in silico’, we subject the top sequences
that fold onto the target topology to manual mutations and
compensatory mutations with EteRNA (41) (as described in
subsection S1.6 ‘Mutational analysis for robustness and increased yield’ in the Supplementary data). For the six RNAlike topologies, with both the initial and the k-turn specific
design, we select top sequences from clusters with sequences
that fold onto respective target topologies for manual analysis. Based on the most productive clusters and our robustness analysis, we identify five sequences most likely to fold
onto each of our six target RNA-like topologies in Figure 6. See Supplementary data (Supplementary Figures S3–
S8, and Tables S13–S22) for sequence identities, nucleotide
distributions, specificity, and sensitivity values of the top sequences.
In addition, we also subjected top sequences that did not
fold onto the target topologies to mutations to fold onto the
target topologies. We selected top sequences from the most
productive clusters that fold onto the target topologies with
only one of RNAfold or NUPACK (hence are not considered ‘successful’) and mutated them with EteRNA (as described in subsection S1.6 ‘Mutational analysis for robustness and increased yield’ in the Supplementary data). For
k-turn design sequences, mutations were also performed to
ensure that the k-turn motif is preserved. For the total of 12
such sequences selected, seven sequences required one mutation, three sequences required two mutations and remaining two sequences required four mutations. We report these
as additional sequences that fold onto the target topologies.
See Supplementary Table S23 in the Supplementary data for
a description of these sequences.
Experimental probing of representative sequences
To explore the potential application of our pipeline, we also
pursued experimental probing by SHAPE of two specific
design sequences, 1b and 1d in Figure 6 (black stars) corresponding to the 7 4 RNA-like topology. Our design candidates were chosen based on score and manual check for
mutational robustness. Both sequences were selected as the
top scoring initial (1b) and k-turn (1d) design sequence from
Cluster 1 (Supplementary Table S1 in the Supplementary
data). SHAPE reactivities for both sequences were obtained
as detailed in subsection S1.7 ‘Experimental structure probing via SHAPE’ in the Supplementary data.
The 2D structures corresponding to the sequences as predicted using RNAfold with and without SHAPE experimental reactivities are shown in Figure 7. In both cases,
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Figure 6. Top five selected sequences that fold onto the target for the 6 RNA-like topologies. The initial design sequences are listed first, followed by the
k-turn design sequences. The listing order within each category is in increasing score (lower scores are better). The nucleotides in the sequences are colored
green and purple according to the subgraphs they belong to shown at left. Red nucleotides are part of the k-turn motif. The sequences indicated with the
black star were selected for experimental probing with SHAPE.

Figure 7. Analysis of 2D structures of two 7 4 candidate sequences using SHAPE data. For the 7 4 initial and k-turn design sequences (1b and 1d in
Figure 6), we show in (A) and (B) the designed 2D structure and the predicted 2D structures with and without SHAPE data as determined by RNAfold,
with default parameters. See Supplementary data for details. Note that the structures generated based on experimental SHAPE data are the same as the
predicted 2D structure, except with even lower free energy; this supports the structural prediction pipeline.
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the 2D structure predicted using SHAPE reactivities is the
same as the one predicted without it. Furthermore, for both
sequences, the SHAPE data produce structures with lower
free energy (by ≈30 kcal/mol) while not altering the predicted structure. For both sequences, the predicted structures differ by only two base pairs (one missing and one extra) from the designed structures; these differences do not
affect the overall RAG topology since the tree graph (design
target) is the same. This suggests both strong agreement of
the SHAPE data with the predicted structure and that the
RNAs fold in solution. Of course, alternative folds based on
SHAPE data cannot be ruled out. Interestingly, 2D structures predicted with decoys in the form of shuffled variations of the real SHAPE data differ from the 2D structure
predicted without the SHAPE data for majority of the 100
shuffles considered (95% for 1b and 82% for 1d, see subsection S1.7 and Supplementary Figures S9 and S10 in the Supplementary data). None of the structures produced with the
shuffled data have lower free energy than that with the real
SHAPE data for sequence 1b, and only 14% have lower energies for sequence 1d. Note that the shuffled SHAPE data
do not represent a random reactivity vector, so some false
positives can be expected. Further experimental testing is
limited by the high cost of the SHAPE-MaP next generation sequencing approach used here. However, these experimental tests and further computational experiments suggest
strongly that our predicted sequences fold onto the intended
topology and 2D structure.
DISCUSSION
Our developed computational pipeline to design sequences
for candidate topologies that emerged as RNA-like from
graph enumeration is based on our coarse-grained RNAAs-Graphs (RAG) approach. The pipeline uses tools for
graph-partitioning (58), substructure matching (RAG-3D
database (57)), and a fragment-assembly approach (similar to F-RAG (59)), followed by screening using in silico
2D structure prediction and targeted mutations. Our design
strategy can also incorporate specific structural motifs (like
k-turns) as desired. Our application to six selected RNAlike topologies, with and without a constraint for a k-turn,
succeeds ‘in silico’ to generate a number of candidate sequences for five of the six RNA-like topologies (fewer for
one topology). Although the usage of highly valuable but
naturally imperfect 2D structure prediction tools cannot
demonstrate actual success in vivo, the consensus sequences
that yield the same fold by more than one program appear
quite promising. The SHAPE-MaP probing data (obtained
for two candidate sequences) produce structures with lower
free energy while not altering the predicted 2D structure; together with the fact that shuffled variations of the SHAPE
data largely produce different 2D structures, these results indicate strong agreement with the our predicted structure. Of
course, we cannot rule out alternate folds based on SHAPE
data. Overall, our results reveals that our design pipeline has
the potential for generating viable sequences that fold onto
intended folds.
The advantage of our design pipeline is that our designed
sequences target an RNA-like RAG topology, rather than
a specific 2D structure. They can easily employ various

RNA shapes or other constraints into the design through
specified segments. Targeting an RNA-like topology can
produce more viable sequences. Thus, our graph enumeration and clustering provide an automatic way to identify
RNA-like motifs for design, and our graph partitioning,
database of RNA substructures, knowledge-based potential, and fragment-assembly approach provide the needed
tools to automate the inverse folding procedure. In addition,
the user can choose to incorporate specific structural motifs
for hairpins and internal loops (as we illustrate for k-turn
motifs), and select specific atomic fragments for subgraphs
for added stability or functionality. The resulting approach
generates a large number of candidate sequences, can create
quickly a library of different sequence and 2D structures for
previously unexplored RNA topologies, and can produce
plausible atomic models by fragment assembly of the candidate sequences.
Various improvements can be envisioned to enhance yield
and accuracy. Our current code assembles atomic models
by all combinations of matching atomic fragments for each
subgraph. While this exhaustive approach generates many
candidate sequences quickly, the computational time will
increase significantly with the number of subgraphs. A more
selective strategy for combining fragments may be needed
for more than two subgraphs. For example, we divided the
8 12 RNA-like topology into two subgraphs: 6 5 and 3 1.
While the RAG-3D database contains ∼900 representative
fragments for RAG ID 3 1, the number for 6 5 fragments
is only ∼60. Dividing the 6 5 subgraph further into 5 3 and
2 1 will lead to more input fragments and better candidate
sequences. This will also require improvements to our scoring function to select for best hairpins and junction loops,
and possibly a measure for 2D structure viability. Because
our tree graphs cannot represent pseudoknots explicitly,
pseudoknots are not considered in our analysis (although
they may exist in our 3D atomic fragments and hence the
plausible 3D model). Extending the different components
of our pipeline to dual graphs will enable us to perform
designs with more complex motifs; such work in underway (Jain, Bayrak, Petingi, and Schlick, ‘Dual graph partitioning highlights a small group of pseudoknot-containing
RNA submotifs’, Submitted).
Our mutational robustness analysis can also be automated in the future. The results of our targeted mutation exercise with EteRNA are also encouraging. We successfully
identified target residues for mutation based on comparison between the target and predicted RAG topologies. An
automated approach to perform these mutations can thus
be envisioned in the future. Such systematic mutations can
be applied to increase the yield of our design pipeline. Finally, it may be interesting to try to design topologies we
identified as non RNA-like to identify whether such targets
would present greater challenges for inverse folding and if
so, why. In this way, we might better understand fundamental relationships between sequence and structure, and structure and function.
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